
“Our AED saves   
  lives from 9 tot 5”

‘Bring your AED outside!’
Too much AEDs are indoors. This drastically hinders the accessibility 
of these AEDs. Often, these AEDs are also poorly monitored.

In the months of November and December, we bring our AEDs out. 
By bringing out your AED, you make your location heart-safe, 
24 hours a day. This will save lives at your location.

With the Rotaid 24/7 cabinet, you maximize your AED’s accessibility 
and you minimize the effort of owning an AED:

Rotaid 24/7
AED Cabinet
Get two years of monitoring for free
*valid until 31-12-2021

Always findable
Mobile connected, uniquely designed
and illuminated.

Always monitored
No more physical visits to check your AED.

#247AED

Always alert
Minimize time of arrival in an emergency 
situation. 

Always safe and secure
Perfect for outdoor usage.



You are always 100% prepared for a sudden cardiac arrest.

You maximize the chance of saving a life.

You minimize the effort of owning an AED.

The Rotaid 24/7
5 year total package
Get set to rescue 

Always accessible
Via the Rotaid 24/7 online dashboard you can 
always access your AED cabinet. You can assign first 
responders, connect service employees or adjust the 
configuration.

Always a fully operational AED
Special technology in the Rotaid cabinet monitors 
your AED and cabinet 24 hours a day.  
Self-test failures from your AED are immediately 
detected and forwarded via SMS and E-mail.  
The expiration dates of your AED, battery  
and electrodes are automatically monitored  
and you are informed in advance if action 
is required.

Always have your response team ready
When the Rotaid 24/7 cabinet is opened,  
it immediately and automatically sends an 
email or SMS to you and the emergency 
responders that are appointed.
They are immediately alerted and mobilized.

Always available
The Rotaid 24/7 cabinet allows you to install your 
AED in public spaces. The dust and waterproof 
construction protects your AED from all forms  
of precipitation. In addition, the fully automatic 
heating system keeps your AED frost-free during 
the winter. The AED is always connected via its 
own mobile internet connection.

Always findable
The distinctive LED lighting and round shape
ensures your AED is quickly found, even during  
the darker hours of the day. The integrated GPS 
system plots the location of the AED into  
the dashboard, allowing for online findability  
of your AED. When the cabinet is moved,  
it will automatically update its location.


